
14 Mount View Road, Wandong, Vic 3758
Sold House
Tuesday, 5 September 2023

14 Mount View Road, Wandong, Vic 3758

Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 8 Area: 1 m2 Type: House

https://realsearch.com.au/14-mount-view-road-wandong-vic-3758-2


Contact agent

Nestled within a sprawling 2.93-acre (approx.) estate, this residence stands as a testament to the perfect marriage of

countryside serenity and contemporary architectural brilliance. Meticulously crafted with unwavering precision, it

emanates an ambiance of sophisticated simplicity, effortlessly bridging the realms of daily living and exceptionally

entertaining, all on a single, generously proportioned level. The layout, marked by thoughtful planning, facilitates fluid

transitions between rooms, each offering enchanting garden vistas that beckon tranquillity.At the core of this abode lies a

capacious lounge and dining area, elevated by a welcoming fireplace that lends warmth to cooler evenings. The kitchen, a

blend of practicality and style, boasts a spacious walk-in pantry, sleek stone countertops, and a convenient breakfast bar,

ensuring seamless meal preparation. Designed to cater to today's remote professionals, a strategically positioned home

office (or optional 4th bedroom) near the entrance guarantees a quiet, distraction-free work environment.The mark of

visionary design is evident in the primary bedroom's placement, complete with a luxurious walk-in wardrobe and an

ensuite bathroom adorned with a double shower and twin vanities. This sanctuary stands apart from the children's

quarters, which encompass two generously sized bedrooms with built-in robes, sharing a well-appointed family bathroom

featuring a bathtub, shower, and a separate powder room.Step onto the covered front deck, a picturesque retreat ideal for

relaxation, morning coffees, and evening libations. Its counterpart, a separate and vast entertainment haven, awaits with

its fireplace, bar area, and an abundance of space, offering limitless potential. Envision a dynamic games room, a

state-of-the-art home theatre, or spirited gatherings where guests savour freshly prepared pizzas from the outdoor

oven.This property embodies the essence of a dream lifestyle, blending family allure with the tranquillity of the

countryside, offering a haven where everyday living seamlessly combines with exceptional entertainment.


